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Pamela Oas Williams oversees creative production for Stand Up To Cancer. She was the executive producer of the 2010 multi-network “roadblock” televised fundraising special and supervising producer for the 2008 event. She also wrote and produced the “Change the Odds” public service announcement. Williams was Laura Ziskin’s producing partner for over 11 years at Laura Ziskin Productions, overseeing a slate of film and television projects. She produced the multi-award-nominated feature film Lee Daniels’ The Butler. Prior to partnering with Laura, Williams ran George Clooney’s television company, Maysville Television, and was a producer on The Fresh Prince of Bel Air. When Laura Ziskin was diagnosed with cancer, Williams worked with her to initiate a rallying cry to unite all those affected by cancer to demand an answer to the disease. She will continue to carry on Laura’s vision until the day when cancer is no more.